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DX472 - DX4 Zipped Hoodie
Collection:  DX4
Range:  Workwear
Shell Fabric:  75% Polyester, 16% Viscose, 9% Elastane
Outer Carton:  24

Product information
The DX4 Zipped Hoodie is innovative and technical with a two-faced fabric
that provides lightweight warmth and unrestricted movement. Two zipped
chest and side entry pockets offer plenty of secure storage space. The full
zip on the front has a rubber puller for easy grip and the adjustable hood
provides a close fit. A contemporary option for the modern worker.
DX4
Stretch  your  limits  with  Portwest's  dynamic  workwear  collection.  This
contemporary collection combines all  the technical  features required of
modern workwear,  with  many clever  innovations  to  ensure  the  wearer
achieves maximum function and style. The DX4™ collection combines high
performance  stretch  fabrics  with  robust  oxford  panels  to  provide
unparalleled ease of movement and supreme flexibility. What defines this
collection is the cutting edge designs which allow for a full crossover from
work to leisure activity.

Workwear
Portwest workwear offers a range of designs and features suitable for many
end  uses.  Quality  fabrics  and  construction  techniques  are  used
guaranteeing  comfort  and  safety.  Tested  to  withstand  the  rigours  of
everyday  wear  each  garment  has  been  carefully  designed  and
manufactured to ensure optimum quality at the best price.

Features
Moisture wicking fabric helping to keep the body cool and dry●

Dynamic inner contrasting fabric●

Engineered with an active fit●

Internal pockets for safe storage●

Zipped chest pocket●

Grown on hood is stylish and practical●

6 pockets for ample storage●

Side zip pockets●

Ergonomically shaped hood for a perfect fit●

Chin guard for added comfort and stability●

Easy grip pullers attached to all zips●
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DX472 - DX4 Zipped Hoodie
Commodity Code: 6103330000

Test House

Wash Care
          

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
DX472MBRS Metro Blue 65.0 45.0 58.0 0.8660 0.1697 5036108327058 25036108815832
DX472MBRM Metro Blue 65.0 45.0 58.0 0.8660 0.1697 5036108327041 25036108815825
DX472MBRL Metro Blue 65.0 45.0 58.0 0.8580 0.1697 5036108327034 25036108815818
DX472MBRXL Metro Blue 65.0 45.0 58.0 0.8940 0.1697 5036108327065 25036108815849
DX472MBRXXL Metro Blue 65.0 45.0 58.0 0.9420 0.1697 5036108327072 25036108815856
DX472MBRXXXL Metro Blue 65.0 45.0 58.0 0.9720 0.1697 5036108327089 25036108815863


